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5 CRM buying mistakes

There are a lot of CRM buying guides out there, 

but when selecting a CRM it’s those unknown or 

between a great investment or a total nightmare.

Getting this piece of your sales strategy right 

can set o a chain reaction that improves the sales 

performance and growth of your entire company.

Here are 5 CRM buying “gotchas” to 
avoid the buyer’s journey.
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Consensus-driven buying
decisions

Sales leader Sales manager

The last thing you want to do is dust o an old RFI checklist and start collecting requirements from everyone in your 

buying circle. By identifying your key stakeholders and understanding their role you can avoid these consensus 

-driven buying decisions and not get put through the wringer. Below are some of the most common roles in the

sales org and how you might want to think about their role in the buying and decision-making process.

This one’s a no brainer. Since they’re most likely the 

budget owners for this project it’s good to align with 

them early and often to ensure you’re delivering a 

solution that can meet their objectives. Much of what 

they want will be focused on visibility into the team’s 

performance and ensuring it is a productive selling 

tool for their salespeople.

The Sales Manager is an evolving role in today’s sales 

organizations. The friction between sales managers 

and reps is real so it’s more important to align with 

them on what problem they’re looking to solve  

beyond reporting on their teams.
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Sales reps Sales operations

Some reps may want to be more involved than others,

but ultimately it’s good to identify 1-2 well respected 

rest of the sales team. They are great to have on your  

side and help you defend key problems that you need 

the solution to solve. But again, make sure they’re 

tying back to the Sales Leader’s goals.

You may be reading your own description here, but 

we’ll give it a go anyways. Someone in Sales Ops is  

most likely running the evaluation or playing a key role 

in in uencing the outcome. More than any other role 

they’ve seen CRM’s sit on the shelf, or been attacked 

due to the tangled mess an un�t CRM can create

so they’re going to be you allies in avoiding landmines 

as you progress in the search, as well as your guiding 

light in choosing the right platform or sales stack for 

where your business is now, and more importantly for 

where you’re projected to grow.

Focusing on features, rather than the 
business problems you need to solve
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Most other CRM buying guides will stress the importance of requirements checklists and may even give you a 

template. These are usually segmented into CRM functions and speci�c features that support them this is a 

very inward-out way of selecting a tool, and not how sales organizations actually operate.

nd that it’s starting to turn into a dumping ground for features and organizations quickly lose sight of 

the problems they really need to overcome. Here are some common business problems to help you shift your 

thinking:
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66%
of customer-facing workers’ 
time is spent on admin tasks 
and functions.



Connectivity

Visibility

Productivity

Extensibility

Traditional CRM’s aren’t architected for our new 

-

mented, become static data warehouses and dump-

ing grounds for sales data. They’re used to generate 

reports, but even those reports fail to contain any 

meaningful information. Instead of making data your 

digital customer interactions across every channel and 

automatically organizes the data in your CRM.

All of today’s CRM systems, show you what your 

CRM data looks like “now.” If you want to understand 

trends over time or even from yesterday to today you 

simply cannot. Your best option is to buy a dedicated 

Business Intelligence tool and integrate it, via paid 

limited, absolutely custom reports. This is incredibly 

expensive, often breaks after a few weeks or months, 

and also has big limitations causing gaps in the trend 

data.

Most customer-facing personnel can’t use their 

spreadsheets, task boards or post-it notes.

In fact, 66% of customer-facing workers’ time is spent 

on admin tasks and functions. If you pay each CRM 

worker $100,000 a year then a stunning $66,000 is 

wasted on non-productive tasks. So it’s important to 

productive experienced for sales.

This one is more focused on the solution itself, but 

it can have a real impact on solving your business 

problems. We’ll go into this one in more detail, below 

in #3.
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Planning for today and not thinking 
about tomorrow

Not all businesses are the same, so look for a CRM system that grows and adapts with your business at your own 

pace. Most CRM systems expect your business to change its processes to suit the software. So just because 

what you select works for you today more than likely won’t work for you tomorrow. Force-�tting your 

business into these rigid, in�exible systems causes employee frustration and often leads to higher attrition rates. 

That’s why as many as 70% of CRM implementations fail. You need to plan for where you are now, but also for 

where you think you’ll be in the future.

There are a lot of hidden costs in implementing a new 

CRM, but an even bigger expense and growth slower is 

having to re-implement a solution in 12-24 months once 

you’ve outgrown it. So some things to look for are:
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70%
of CRM implementations
fail.
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Usability

Automation

Platform

Innovation

As you grow and bring on new sales reps, you’re going 

to need a solution that is intuitive and easy to use. 

As you bring on new sales reps, it’s important they 

become ramped and productive as soon as possible. 

it impacts their sales productivity, they aren’t going 

to use it. And once a few key individuals stop using 

the CRM, before you know it, no one is going to be 

actively using it.

As you grow, automating more manual tasks and 

processes for your sales reps will become increasingly 

valuable in hitting your individual, team, and company 

number. Examples of areas to automate could be 

automating lead capture, auto-routing to inside sales

teams, automating next steps to move deals forward, 

and enforcing close plans.

We could write an entire dissertation on this, but 

it’s important to understand if the solution you’re 

choosing is an add-on to an existing CRM, a purpose- 

extended and customized for your sales organization 

12-24 months from now. Most CRM systems expect

your business to change its processes to suit 

the software, but as you grow teams, territories, 

processes, and roles that simply don’t work. More 

CRM databases that can be extended to match the 

way your business works and truly integrated all the 

way from the API layer through the web application 

and across the native mobile Apps for Android and 

iPhone.

A vendor’s pace of innovation is very telling. For one 

it indicates their devotion to the market, but more 

importantly, you need it to align with the growth of 

your sales team and ensure that you are going to be 

competitive in 2-3 years vs your competitors who are 

using more innovative solutions.
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Not establishing measurements for 
project success

This may be the most impactful thing you can do, or not do. Establishing measurements for project success not 

examples to get you started:
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Business outcomes

Increase in conversion rates Attrition

Decrease in cycle times

stages to establish baselines on which to benchmark 

success.

determine whether the CRM is delivering expected

improvements.

For your segment and industry, what should the deal

length be and where do you want it to be. It’s not just

about getting revenue in faster, but each interaction

along the way is costing your sales team time and

taking them away from other opportunities.
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Operation performance

Usage rate

License cost

TCO

Employee satisfaction

A CRM system is only as good as its users. Set

adoption and usage goals for each department.

The cost of the software can be the easiest to budget 

as it should correspond to what plan you need and 

how many users you have. Where this becomes 

tricky is entering into a Freemium or lower-end plan 

that might seem like the right choice at the time, but 

ultimately you need add-ons or plan upgrades to get 

Set a budget for CRM implementation, maintenance, 

and growth, and measure against it. More on this 

below.

Target and track areas where employees are expected 

to experience improvements in their work, such as 

collaboration and depth of insight.

Measure the true cost ownership and 
don’t rely on your vendor

Many prospects solely measure their budget based on license cost, or maybe license plus a little implementation 

to get started. But that’s not where your CRM journey ends, right? You need to show rapid time to value to your 

buying committee and end-users, so it’s better to set expectations upfront. These are 3 core cost components to 

plan for when building at your CRM budget, but there can even be layers to consider within each:
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where you want to be. Some of the most common bait 

and switch tactics are email and calendar integrations, 

automations, customizing or importing, creating 

custom data, and access to APIs so just keep an eye 

out during your selection process.
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Implementation cost Ongoing support cost

You don’t need to implement everything in one phase, 

but you do need to consider what you need the 

solution to do and when. Many prospects step into 

a solution thinking they’ll start out of the box, and 

then grow into the solution over time. That’s not a bad 

strategy, but it might cost you a heck of a lot later 

tabs, objects or any other shiny toy object a vendor 

calls what you need to be successful. This might 

come in the form of an entirely new implementation 

team, expensive consultants, or even re-work on your 

team which has its own burdened cost (below). This 

really ties back to gotcha #3, plan for today but also 

tomorrow.

Ongoing consultant fees, dedicated admins and 

developers are a few costs to keep in mind for this. 

The CRM system you choose should help solve the 

problems above, but as you know your business is 

going to change (and grow!) so this where you’re 

ongoing support cost can get very expensive. A soft 

but all too real cost that needs to be considered is the 

impact on employee productivity during changes. If 

things break or usability is lacking, you can lose the 

trust and credibility you built with the sales team and 

it can be like going back to the drawing board with 

your new solution.



Thank You!

Contact Us:
freeagentcrm.com


